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The Mars Observer Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS), a high purity germafhm 

crystal, is surrounded on four sides by a plastic scintillator that is used as 

an active shield against cosmic rays. The plastic scintillator can also be u& 

to detect thermal and epithermal neutrons by replacing a few of the carbon atam 
(1) bybron atoms . 

The design of this shield calls for each of the four sides to have an area 
2 of about 300 an , a thickness of 0.5 cm, and a boron loading of 5% by weight. 

Each side is viewed by a photomultiplier, which with associated electronics, 

counts light pulses generated by the 1°~(n, a)'~i* reaction and also provides 

the anticoincidence pulses used for the GRS. 

The neutrons are created by cosmic ray interactions with nuclei of the 

martian atmosphere and regolith. The neutrons produced in these collisions 

generally have initial energies greater than 1 MeV but they are quickly 

moderated to form a low energy equilibrium spectrum that can be described by the 
sum of a Maxwellian, AE exp - E ~ ,  and a power law, B / E ~ .  A fraction of these 

neutrons escape the surface and form the planetary albedo. 

The velocity of the Mars Observer spacecraft will be about 2 times the 

velocity of a neutron at the peak of the Maxwellian thermal spectrum. As the 

GRS shield moves through the planetary albedo, the front face counts more 

neutrons than the side face, which in turn counts more than the back face. If 

theneutron spectrum and the velocity of the spacecraft are known, one can 

cahlate the counting rates in the four sides of the anticoincidence shield. 

Conversely, one can deduce three of the four parameters that define the thermal 

and. epithermal parts of the neutron spectrum from the measured counting 
(2) rakes . 
Shapes of the neutron spectra are determined by nuclear properties of layers 

of the martian surface: <Cs>, the macroscopic scattering cross section, <Ed, 
the macroscopic absorption cross section, and <ECs>, the product of t b ~  
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logarithmic energy loss per collision times the scattering cross section (a down 

scattering probability). The spectra are also modified by layers of martian 

materials with different average nuclear parameters. 

Two compounds of special interest for Mars, H20 and C02, have exceptional 

nuclear properties that make the resultant albedo neutron spectra especially 

sensitive to changes in their concentrations. H20 has a modest absorption cross 

section, Cat but a very large (more than 50 times larger than C02 or regolith) 

<<Cs> so that the addition of water to martian regolith tends to lower the 

epithermal amplitude and cause a moderate increase in the thermal amplitude. 

Carbon dioxide, on the other hand, has <<Cs> that is only a factor of 2 larger 

than regolith but <Ca> that is 20 times smaller than regolith, and the albedo 

spectrum would be expected to show a somewhat smaller epithermal amplitude but a 

very large thermal component. Computer simulations of albedo neutron spectra 

for simple martian models show the above trends quantitatively. 

A rather extensive set of  calculation^(^) has shown that it is possible to 
2 detect layers of wet regolith buried under as much as 100 g/cm of dry regolith, 

measure the seasonal build up of C02 on the polar caps, measure changes in the 

atmospheric pressure, and measure water content of nearly dry regolith to about 

+0.0006 mass fraction. 
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